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(NASA-Case-XNP-01458) RULEB FOR MAKING NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTATIONS Patent (NASA) 7 p CSCL 17G
The present invention concerns an extensible ruler used as a computer in navigation to calculate travel time between map points or to calculate ground speed. More specifically, the present invention relates to a time-measure ruler which has a time scale that can be adjusted in length to equal map distances travelled at a designated speed in a time period such as sixty minutes. The present invention also relates to a novel method of ascertaining estimated travel time and features certain superior mechanical means for fixing the length of the designed ruler.

In the past innumerable instruments have been employed for the resolution of navigational problems such as the direction and speed of aerial flight or travel over water by boat. Broadly considered, these instruments are undesirable under operating conditions because they necessitate cumbersome and time-consuming arithmetic calculations or because they cannot conveniently be used to measure flight time between map distances greater than their effective length. In those cases where the instrument may be walked across a map to measure travel time between distant points time consuming arithmetic calculations are still necessary thus making the instrument considerably less valuable.

It is consequently the principal object of the present invention to provide a time-measure ruler which may be employed for ascertaining travel time at a designated speed between points on a map without cumbersome and time-consuming arithmetic calculations. Another object of the present invention is to provide a time-measure ruler which may be quickly and efficiently walked across a map to ascertain travel time between map points greater than its effective length. Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a time-measure ruler of the type described which is simple, inexpensive, and durable in construction, yet readily manipulated without time-consuming arithmetic calculations.

Other objects of the present invention are to provide a rapid and efficient method for ascertaining travel time between map points on a map and to provide novel means for fixing the length of the described ruler in a simple, yet efficient manner.

With the foregoing and other objects in view the present invention consists of the construction, arrangement and combination of elements hereinafter set forth together with the method of using said time-measure ruler pointed out in the accompanying claims and illustrated by the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a front-plan view of one embodiment of the time-measure ruler completely assembled showing the ruler's face with the time scale unextended.

FIG. 2 is a front-plan view of one embodiment of the time-measure ruler showing the ruler's face with the time scale partially extended.

FIG. 3 is a back-plan view of one embodiment of the time-measure ruler showing the ruler's alternate scales with the time scale unextended.

FIG. 4 is an end view of the time-measure ruler embodiment of FIGS. 1-3 showing the friction-wheel locking assembly.

FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along the lines 5-5 of FIG. 4.

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view showing the individual components of the time-measure ruler embodiment of FIGS. 1-3 disassembled.

FIG. 7 is a longitudinal sectional view of the time-measure embodiment of FIGS. 1-3 showing the release button and compression spring employed to actuate the friction-lock wheel.

FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken along the lines 8-8 of FIG. 7.

FIG. 9 is a front-plan view of a second embodiment of the time-measure ruler completely assembled showing the ruler's face with the time scale unextended.

FIG. 10 is a diagrammatic view showing the individual components of the time-measure ruler of FIG. 9 disassembled.

A general description of the invention will first be given with reference to the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1-8, particularly FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 6. As shown most clearly in the diagrammatic view of FIG. 6, the rigid elongated face member 11 is fixedly secured to the longitudinal ridges of said base member 12. Ruler face 11 is a flat member made preferably of transparent material which is relatively thin and approximately five times as long as it is wide. Face member 11 is provided with a scale 13 marked in units of miles per hour (and/or knots) along its axis. The respective point on said scale being substantially coincident with the anchorage point of elastic member 14. FIGS. 1 and 2 clearly show face member 11 together with the scale.

FIG. 3 shows the reverse side of said ruler illustrating the scale 13a printed in like fashion upon the back of base member 12. Substantially rigid slidable member 15 is disposed within the groove 16 of base member 12. Longitudinal groove 16 is formed by longitudinal ridges 17 and 18 of base member 12 and are adapted to provide for the longitudinal movement of member 15 along the length of base member 12 behind rigid elongated face member 11. The terminal portion of slidable member 15 disposed within groove 16 is characterized by slope 19. The opposite terminal portion of slidable member 15 is fixedly secured to anchor member 34. Elastic member 14 is secured at one end by stepped retaining slot 44 in anchor member 34 and at the other end is secured by retaining blocks 26 and 27 which are provided on base member 12 and face member 11, respectively. Elastic member 14 is provided with a scale 28 measured in units of time along its longitudinal axis as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 and an alternate scale 28a shown in FIG. 3. Hence, when slidable member 15 is moved within groove 16 made by ridges 17 and 18 of base member 12 elastic member 14 is stretched causing the time scale to expand in direct proportion to the distance slidable member 15 is pulled.

In operation, the time-measure ruler of the present invention is best described by reference to the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1-8. The point-of-departure arrow 29 of the ruler is placed at the starting point on the map. The longitudinal movable member 15 is moved until the ground-speed pointer 30 is positioned at the speed in miles per hour, as shown in FIG. 2 where the ground speed is designated as 150 miles per hour on scale 13. The effective length of the slidable time-measure ruler is equal in length to the distance traveled in 60 minutes at the rate of 150 miles per hour, the designated speed shown on scale 13. Thus, the estimated travel time in the air or over sea between two points may be ascertained by applying the ruler to the respective points on a map and the time may be read directly from the scale on elastic member 14.

Furthermore, ground speed may quickly be calculated on the ruler. It is merely necessary to note the actual time required to travel between two points on a map. The ruler is then extended so that the point-of-departure
The ruler is very convenient to use since the time scale 13 is varied in length by movement of slidable member 15 which is supported by rigid base member 12. The length of the ruler is closable to a convenient pocket length, and yet may be extended for high-speed computations without the necessity of a supporting member.

It should also be noted that for a given map scale, the single ruler may be used for a speed range of from 5 to 45 by utilizing both sides of the ruler. This is illustrated by scales 13 and 28 in FIG. 1 on one side of the ruler, and 13a and 28a on the other side of the ruler shown in FIG. 3. In FIG. 1 the scale 13 covers a ground speed of from 100 to 200 miles per hour, and scale 28 on elastic member 14 covers a time range of up to 60 minutes or one hour. At a setting of 100 miles per hour, the length of the scale 28 in the closed position of the ruler as shown in FIG. 1 is covered in 30 minutes. At a setting of 200 miles per hour ground speed the elastic scale 28 is extended to twice its length in the collapsed state, and thus it reads 60 minutes travel time for 200 miles. On the other side of the ruler shown in FIG. 3, scale 13a covers a ground speed range of from 200 to 400 miles per hour, and scale 28a on the point of the map. Ground arrow 29, which is zero on elastic time scale 28, lies on the second point of the map. Ground arrow 29 at the starting point. The point on the line at the end of the time scale is then noted, and ruler is moved along the line so that the point-of-departure arrow 29 lies at the point on the line which was at the end of the time scale in the preceding position of the ruler. This procedure is repeated until a portion of the time scale rests on the destination point. The number of complete ruler lengths is then mentally added and the total is multiplied by the time on the full length of the scale. This figure is then added to the time 12 on the scale adjacent the destination point. For example, if the full time scale represents one hour and the length of the line between the two map points equals two extended ruler lengths plus a reading of 30 minutes on the scale, the travel time is 2 hours and 30 minutes. This unique characteristic of the ruler enables the user to perform instant calculations because of the novel arrangement and construction of the scales thereon. The full length of scale 28 on elastic member 14 must contain in minutes a number which may be used efficiently without the extensive arithmetic calculations heretofore considered necessary.

The present ruler may be effectively walked across a map without laborious and time consuming arithmetic calculations because of the novel arrangement and construction of the scale. The full length of scale 28 on elastic member 14 must contain in minutes a number which may be used efficiently without the extensive arithmetic calculations heretofore considered necessary.

The corresponding elastic time scale 28a has a maximum of 30 minutes or one-half hour. In other words, when the ground speed range is doubled, the time for covering the same map distance is cut in half. Thus, the lowest speed on the ruler is 100 miles per hour and the highest is 400 miles per hour. Of course, the speed scales 13 and 13a may be changed to suit the speed range of the plane or boat, and the elastic time scales 28 and 28a may be marked to suit the speed scales as well as the scale of the map which is to be used.

Another important feature of the present invention comprises means by which slidable member 15 is held in a fixed position in the groove 16 of base member 12. One novel securing means of the present invention is best illustrated in FIGS. 4-8. Slidable member 15 is provided with a groove 46 adapted to receive a connecting member which may be a wire or rod 31. Slidable member 15 is also provided at the terminal portion, which is slidable disposed within groove 16 of base member 12, with a sloped portion 19. Disposed within groove 46 of slidable member 15 connecting member 31 is secured to friction-lock wheel 33 which is operatively engaged with said sloped portion 19 of said slidable member 15 as shown best in FIG. 6, friction wheel 33 contains a hole 35 which is larger in diameter than shaft 36 with which it is engaged. This allows play when wheel 33 is moved into and out of contact with ridge 17 of base member 12. In operation, movement of connecting roll 31 causes friction-lock wheel 33 to move up and down slope 19 of slidable member 15. Hence, when connecting member 31 is moved outwardly friction-lock wheel 33 is caused to roll up slope 19 of slidable member 15 and to engage ridge 17 of base member 12.

With reference to FIGS. 1, 2 and 6, the contracting force of elastic member 14 at all times urges leftward movement of slidable member 15, and compression spring 38 normally urges connecting member 31 and friction wheel 33 rightward. Consequently, friction wheel 33 is rolled up slope 19 until the top and bottom of friction wheel 33 are engaged with ridge 17 on slope 19, respectively, and slidable member 15 is engaged with ridge 17. This results in the effective development of a lock against leftward movement of slidable member 15.
The relative movement leftward within slidable member 15 of connecting member 31 and friction wheel 33 releases the lock when release button 37 is depressed. Locking action is not developed nor necessary against rightward movement of slidable member 15, it being retained in the ruler and held in any position with regard to rightward movement through the contracting force of the elastic member 14.

It is, therefore, possible to set slidable member 15 in groove 16 of base member 12 at any desired position. Thus, the ground-speed pointer 38 may be set at any point on scale 15 by simply causing by movement of connecting member 31 the disengagement of friction-lock wheel 33 with ridge 17, moving slidable member 15 to appropriate position and re-engaging friction-lock wheel 33 with ridge 17 of base member 12.

The opposite end of connecting rod 31 is operatively connected to compression spring 38 disposed within anchor member 34. Anchor member 34 is adapted to receive the terminal portion of slidable member 15. Compression spring 38 which is operatively engaged with connecting member 31 is fixedly secured to release button 37. Release button 37 is simply pushed further compressing compression spring 38 to move connecting member 31 connected to friction-lock wheel 33. By releasing button 37 the lock wheel 33 is pulled up incline 19 by connecting rod 31 through expansion of compression spring 38 into frictional engagement with ridge 17 thus affording free movement of slidable member 15 in groove 16 of base member 12. Hence, an infinite number of settings along the entire length of the scale 15 from 13a is made possible. Through the employment of this unique feature of the present invention, prior difficulties encountered in attempting to lock the slidable member at a particular point on the scale are altogether avoided in a simple, efficient and unique fashion.

An alternate means by which the slidable member is held in a fixed position in the groove of the base member is shown in FIGS. 9 and 10. Slidable member 65 is provided with groove 80 adapted to receive a locking pin 81 which must be a spring wire or spring rod. Locking pin 81 is held in groove 80 of slidable member 65 by pins 94, 95 and 97. As shown best in FIG. 9 one terminal portion of locking pin 81 is bent at right angles to the locking pin forming trigger 98 which is held in position by pins 94 and 95. Locking pin 81 passes under pins 95 and 97 and over 96 so that when trigger 98 is depressed, as shown in phantom lines on FIG. 9, the end of the time scale at the point on elastic member 14 where no stretch occurs, or in other words at the inner faces of tension anchor members 40 and 41. Also, disposition of anchor members 40 and 41 thus permits easy removal and the substitution of other units into the ruler. At the same time the disposition of the anchor members 40 and 41 behind the anchor slot formed by retaining blocks 26 and 27 prevents the anchor member from passing through the slot. The ever-present tension in member 14 retains tension anchor members 40 and 41 in proper position. Because maps may vary considerably in distance scales this easy substitution of one elastic member 14 containing time scale 28 for another permits the described ruler to be modified for use on maps of virtually any scale.

Through appropriate and proportional changes of calibrations the present invention may be adapted for use in sea navigation, and by substituting map scales for ground speed and distance for time it may be used to measure linear distances on maps of different and varying scales.

What is claimed is:

1. An extensible time-measure ruler adapted to be used for ascertaining travel time at a designated speed between points on a map comprising an elongated base having a bore extending lengthwise of said base, an elongated slidable member operatively engaged within said bore for movement in a plane substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said base, a slidable member having an outer end and an inner end, a scale on said ruler markings said base to vary the length of said base, an elongated elastic member anchored at one end to the outer end of said slidable member and at its other end to said base whereby movement of said slidable member varies the length of said elastic member in proportion to the variable length of said ruler, a scale on said elongated elastic member marked in units of time per unit of distance corresponding to the radius of the arc developed in the portion of locking pin 81 adjacent trigger 98 is shortened and the tangent end carrying the bent-up portion 99 is deflected downward and out of one of the perforations 100 in ridge 67. Upon release of trigger 98 the spring tension in locking pin 81 returns bent-up portion 99 to a perforation thus locking slidable member 65. Ridges 67 and 68 of base member 62 form groove 66 in which slidable member 65 is slidably disposed. Trigger 98 of locking pin 81 is disposed within anchor member 64. Anchor member 64 is adapted to receive the terminal portion of slidable member 65 and is also adapted to receive tension anchor member 91 which holds elongated elastic member 64. Elastic member 64 is cast integral with tension anchor members 91 and 92. Tension anchor member 92 is secured by retaining block 27 of base member 62 and retaining block 26 of base member 62 is made possible.

A further unique feature of the present invention is provided by the disposition of tension anchor members 40 and 41. As shown in FIG. 6 these tension anchor members form an integral unit with elastic member 14. One tension anchor member 40 in FIG. 6 is disposed within a stepped retaining slot 44 in anchor member 34, the narrowest portion of the slot having greater dimension than the thickness of elongated elastic member 14. The other tension anchor member 41 is disposed behind retaining block 26 of base member 12 and retaining block 27 of face member 11 which together form a slot of greater dimension than the thickness of elongated elastic member 14. As a result, stretch occurs in that portion of elastic member 14 lying within the slot. Accuracy is obtained by placing the zero time mark and the end of the scale on the point on elastic member 14 where no stretch occurs, or in other words at the inner faces of tension anchor members 40 and 41. Also, disposition of anchor members 40 and 41 thus permits easy removal and the substitution of other units into the ruler. At the same time the disposition of the anchor members 40 and 41 behind the anchor slot formed by retaining blocks 26 and 27 prevents the anchor member from passing through the slot. The ever-present tension in member 14 retains tension anchor members 40 and 41 in proper position. Because maps may vary considerably in distance scales this easy substitution of one elastic member 14 containing time scale 28 for another permits the described ruler to be modified for use on maps of virtually any scale.

Through appropriate and proportional changes of calibrations the present invention may be adapted for use in sea navigation, and by substituting map scales for ground speed and distance for time it may be used to measure linear distances on maps of different and varying scales.
of distance per unit of time along said transparent face of said base, an elongated slidable member operatively engaged within said bore for movement in a plane substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said base to vary the length of said ruler, said slidable member having an outer end and an inner end, an elongated elastic member anchored at one end to the outer end of said slidable member and at its other end to said base whereby movement of said slidable member varies the length of said elastic member in proportion to the variable length of said ruler, a scale on said elastic member marked in units of time, and an elongated spring pin locking rod of about the same length as said slidable member lying in the longitudinal slot of said slidable member, said locking rod having an actuating end secured to the outer end of said slidable member against movement towards the inner end of said slidable member, and said locking rod having a securing end extending within said bore in said base normally contacting said base to lock said slidable member from movement with respect to said base against the tension of said elastic member.

3. An extensible time-measure ruler adapted to be used for ascertaining travel time at a designated speed between points on a map comprising an elongated base having a bore extending lengthwise of said base, said base having a plurality of recesses within said bore extending along the longitudinal length of said base, an elongated slidable member operatively engaged within said bore for movement in a plane substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of said base to vary the length of said ruler, said slidable member having an outer end and an inner end and said slidable member having a longitudinal slot therein, spaced pins in said slot, a scale on said ruler marked in units of distance per unit of time to indicate varying units of distance per unit of time depending upon the extent to which said slidable member is moved outwardly from said base, an elongated elastic member anchored at one end to the outer end of said slidable member and at its other end to said base whereby movement of said slidable member varies the length of said elastic member in proportion to the variable length of said ruler, a scale on said elastic member marked in units of time, and an elongated spring pin locking rod of about the same length as said slidable member lying in the longitudinal slot of said slidable member, said locking rod having an actuating end secured to the outer end of said slidable member against movement towards the inner end of said slidable member, and said locking rod having a bent securing finger at the end of the rod opposite to the actuating end, said spring pin locking rod passing over and under said spaced pins whereby said securing finger is normally resiliently urged into locking engagement with one of said recesses in said base and is movable in a direction away from locking engagement with the recess upon movement of the actuating end of said spring rod in the same direction.
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